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The management of the Company and its business and the direction
of its working forces are vested exclusively in Company, and this includes, but
is not limited to, the following: to direct and supervise the work of its
employees, to hire, promote, demote, transfer, suspend, and discipline or
discharge employees for just cause; . .. provided, however, that all of the
foregoing shall be subject to the provisions of the Agreement, arbitration or
Review Committee decisions, or letters of agreement, or memorandums of
understanding clarifying or interpreting this Agreement. (JX 2)



The DML is the third and final step of the Positive Discipline System. It
consists of a discussion between the supervisor and the employee about a very
serious performance problem The discussion is followed by the employee
being placed on DML the following work day with pay to decide whether the
employee wants and is able to continue to work for PGandE, this means
following all the rules and performing in a fully satisfactory manner.

The employee's decision is reported to their supervisor the workday after the
DML. It is an extremely serious step since, in all probability, the employee
will be discharged if the employee does not live up to the commitment to meet
all Company work rules and standards dming the next twelve (12) months, the
active period of the DML; except as provided in Section m.B.

Because the DML is a total performance decision by the employee, there is
only one active DML allowed.

A. Termination occurs when Positive Discipline has failed to
bring about a positive change in an employee's behavior,
such as another disciplinary problem occurring within the
twelve (12) month active duration of a DML ....

B. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if a performance problem
which normally would result in formal discipline occurs
during an active DML, the Company shall consider
mitigating factors (such as Company service, employment
record, nature and seriousness of violation, etc.) before
making a decision to discharge, all of which is subject to the
provisions of the appropriate grievance procedure for
bargaining unit employees ....

Placement of a bargaining-unit employee at a Positive Discipline step
or termination of a bargaining-unit employee may be grieved by the
employee's Union on the grounds that such action was without "just



cause," the degree of discipline was too severe, or there was disparity
of treatment, pursuant to the provisions of the appropriate grievance
procedure.

Because the Decision Making Leave is a total performance decision
on the employee's part, there is only one DML. Additionally, while
the DML is active, no other formal steps of Positive Discipline may
be administered; except as provided for in Section m.B. (JX 3)

(b) Prior to leaving the controls of a vehicle or mobile
equipment, the operator shall turn one wheel against the
curb, set the parking brake, place the transmission in gear or
parking position, and shut off the engine ignition ....



near the Marysville yard. It was well known at the yard that the vertical clearance of the trestle was

not sufficient to allow bucket trucks to pass beneath it. A sign was posted at the exit from the yard

nearest to the railroad trestle warning employees of the problem, 2 and the vertical clearance of the

trestle was posted on the trestle itself When the Grievant drove under the trestle, the bucket struck

the trestle causing approximately $3,000 of damage to the truck (TR 76-85). The Grievant testified

he was not aware that the truck had struck the trestle until a co-employee stopped him and told him

a piece had fallen offhis truck. He did not grieve the discipline (TR 192-193).

The Incident for Which the Grievant Was Discharged

The Grievant was discharged as a result of an accident which occurred at the Marysville

facility on October 26. The Grievant started work that morning at approximately 7:00 a.m; his duties

included providing tools to other employees from the tool room. After distributing tools to the

employees, he got a truck from the parking lot and was in the process of driving employee .

o to his truck. The Grievant had driven approximately 50 feet when employee, :0'"

stopped him and asked him for a traffic vest. The Grievant spoke to 0" .for approximately 45

seconds, then stopped in front of the tool room. He exited the truck without turning off the engine

and without setting the parking brake. C _ remained in the truck while the Grievant went into

to the tool room with 0" to get a traffic vest. When the Grievant came out of the tool room

approximately 1 ~ minutes later, the truck was not where he had parked it and Cr was not in

the vicinity. He then saw the truck to his right, approximately 60 feet to the rear of where he had

parked it, in contact with another truck which had been damaged by the collision. ~l. ~ a

bargaining unit employee assigned as an acting supervisor that day, was standing next to the trucks

2 Employees driving bucket trucks could use another exit from the yard (TR 79).
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3This summary ofhow the accident occurred is taken from the Grievant's testimony. None of the other
apparent percipient witnesses (C :, O'~- land L _ ) testified at the arbitration hearing. Accordingly, the
Grjevant's version of what occurred is unrebutted. Other evidence regarding the cause of the accident is
discussed below.

4Nuki testified that he suspended the Grievant pending further investigation (TR 28-30). The Grievant
testified that he was not suspended and that he continued to work until he was terminated on October 30 (TR 240-
242). It is not necessary to resolve this dispute.



termination would be appropriate (TR 64-65). Nuki also sought advice from the Employer's Human

SUnder the Positive Discipline program, "coaching and counseling" is the earliest step in the disciplinary
chain and is not considered to be formal discipline.



6It is not necessary to resolve the dispute regarding the status and use ofF-Units in general. Only the
condition of the Grievant's truck on the day in question is relevant to determining the cause of the accident.
Evidence regarding the condition of the Grievant's truck is discussed below.



· .. During my inspection the only thing that I found to be wrong with
transmission was that the shift indicator on dash was out. of adjustment
Indicator position showed truck to be between park and reverse but truck was
indeed engaged in park. After many attempts to position gear shift lever in a
position between park and reverse to simulate supposed failure of transmission
I could not get lever to stay in any position that would allow truck to be
stopped, and then be able to get out of the truck myself without possibly
running myself over. Meaning that when I held shift lever in a position
between park and reverse with my right hand and my right foot on the brake
pedal, then opening the door with my left hand, as I would try to exit the truck
which meant taking my right hand off shift lever and right foot offbrake pedal
I could not move fast enough to even get my left foot on the ground before
truck started to move. A:ft:« many attempts at this I realized that there was no
way that giving consideration to all the conditions involved that anyone could
get out of this truck without getting knocked down by the open door and
possibly run over by the truck.

One of the conditions involved in this accident was that it was a cold
morning, so when truck was started the choke and fast idle earn engaged, this



giving the engine 3 to 5 hundred more RPMs. This making it even more
difficult to try to exit without hmting yourself Even taking into consideration
that having the parking brake applied which was out of adjustment, had it been
applied fully you still wouldn't be able to get out of the truck without noticing
the movement of the truck. (The parking brake is exactly what it is called,
"parking brake," And is not really used to hold a vehicle in place in reverse
with fast idle circuit engaged even when properly adjusted and engaged.) ... 7

that the brake pads and shift indicator were replaced (eX 2). Gordon testified that replacing the

7 In his report to the Lie, Gordon speculated that the accident could have happened if an unknown
person reached through the window of the truck and shifted it into reverse while the Grievant was in the tool
room. Further, he stated that he had seen someone do that very thing the day after the accident. He did not so
testify at the arbitration hearing.



Although the Grievant stated he put the truck in park, he has admitted he has difficulty

concentrating and remembering events (TR 251-252).

>I The Grievant has no credible explanation for his negligence. By his own admission, .his failure

to apply the parking brake was more a matter of habit than because it was not functioning

properly.

>I The Grievant's attempts to shift blame to the Company because of the condition of the F-Unit

should not be accepted. The Grievant and the other employees who testified that F-Units

would not be repaired and that they were required to drive them in unsafe conditions are

mistaken. In any event, disputes regarding the repair policy are largely irrelevant because the

Grievant admitted that he did not apply the parking brake and that he had never had a

problem placing the transmission in the correct gear even though he knew the shift indicator

was out of alignment.

» The Grievant's failure to apply the parking brake was an independent cause of the accident.

Had he applied the brake, the accident would not have occurred even if the transmission was

in reverse.

» The earlier accident for which the Grievant was placed on DML status was also a result of

his carelessness.

>I The Company correctly followed the Positive Discipline Guidelines when it terminated the

Grievant. DML is an extremely serious level of discipline. As stated in the Positive Discipline

guidelines, DML "in all probability" will lead to discharge "if the employee does not live up

to the commitment to meet all Company rules and standards." 'As required by the guidelines,

Nuki considered the Grievant's past record to determine if there were mitigating factors and



than other employees. The decision of Arbitrator Chvany in Arbitration Case #167, leaves.



» Gordon's testimony establishes that neither of the first two alternatives are plausible, because

he found that the Grievant could not have left the truck between park and reverse, and that

if the truck was in reverse, the Grievant could not have gotten out in time to avoid impact

with the truck as it moved backward.

II By process of elimination, this leaves only the third option as a viable explanation for the

accident. Thus, it is established that a person who was either playing an ill advised practical

joke or who was intent on harming the Grievant slipped the truck into reverse.

II The Grievant's failure to apply the parking brake did not contribute to the accident. The

evidence establishes that the parking brake was not functioning properly, and Gordon's

testimony shows that the parking brake would not have prevented the truck from moving in

» The Grievant left the engine running as he went to the tool room for what he thought was a

quick errand. The truck was parked on level ground and Cooper was in the truck. This was

at most a trivial, technical violation of the Company's safety rules. The accident which

occurred was not a foreseeable consequence of his actions.

II Cheney's initial instinct was correct - there were not sufficient grounds for termination.

II Based on the evidence, and particularly Gordon's investigation, the Employer should have

concluded that foul play of some sort was involved in the accident. Critical evidence was

ignored, while other possibly critical evidence - the accident report and photographs - have

disappeared.



» The fact that G was in the truck when the Grievant got out all but relieves the Grievant

of any responsibility for the accident.

The Grievant should be reinstated with full backpay, benefits, and seniority.

OPINION

As in any discharge case, the Employer bears the burden of proving that the Grievant engaged

in conduct sufficiently serious to constitute just cause for the discipline. In the present case, the

existence of just cause must be evaluated in light of the negotiated Positive Discipline agreement.

That agreement indicates, and the Parties agree, that the continued employment of an employee on

DML status is precarious, and dependent upon satisfactory job performance.

Arbitrator Chvany's decision in Arbitration Case #167 establishes that negligence resulting

in a vehicle accident may constitute just cause for termination of an employee on DML status.

However, as Arbitrator Chvany cautioned, "Whether disciplinary action is warranted for a particular

accident depends upon the particular facts and circumstances involved." In that regard, it is noted

that discipline under the Positive Discipline agreement may be grieved by bargaining unit employees

"on the grounds that such action was without ')ust cause," the degree of discipline was too severe,

or there was disparity of treatment. .. " (JX 3, Section IV.A). With these standards in mind, the

record must be examined to determine whether the Employer has met its burden of establishing just

cause for the discharge.

The Grievant admits to conduct which violated the Accident Prevention Rules - leaving the

engine running and failing to apply the parking brake when he exited the truck. However, a careful



review of the record requires the conclusion that the Employer has not shown that these infractio~

alone, were the cause of the accident.

The most thorough examination of the truck after the accident was performed by Gordon.

He found that it was not possible to leave the shift lever between park and reverse, and that when he

tried to do so it always jumped to reverse. He also found that it was not possible to exit the truck

while it was in reverse without noticing the movement and risking injury to himself. Gordon is a

qualified mechanic, and his testimony is not rebutted on the record. Accordingly, his testimony raises

the distinct possibility, indeed the likelihood, that someone other than the Grievant placed the vehicle

in reverse while the Grievant was in the tool room.

Other troubling aspects of the record leave doubt as to whether the Grievant's conduct caused

the accident. LI: reported to Nuki that he had observed the entire accident. Yet, Lc did not

testify at the arbitration hearing. It is undisputed that e _ .was in the truck when the Grievant

went into the tool room. Had the Grievant left the truck in reverse, C .certainly would have

noticed the movement of the truck. Yet, G did not testify at the arbitration hearing. Similarly,

0': was present when the Grievant exited the truck and might have noticed if the truck began

to move, and he did not testify at the arbitration hearing.

Of course, the party with the burden of proof is not obligated to call all potential witnesses

to support its version of the facts, and the credible testimony of one witness may be sufficient. But

here, the only percipient witness to testify was the Grievant, who stated under oath that he put the

truck in park. Gordon's testimony supports a conclusion that the Grievant did not leave the vehicle

in reverse. In these circumstances, the absence of testimony from other percipient witnesses leaves

sufficient doubt to preclude a finding that the accident was caused by the Grievant's conduct. In



particular, it is clear that the accident would not have occurred unless the truck was in reverse, and

it has not been established that it was in reverse when the Grievant exited the truck.

The remaining question is whether the Grievant's failure to turn off the engine and apply the

parking break are sufficiently serious to constitute just cause for discipline. Although an employee

on DML status is expected to meet all Company rules and standards, the Positive Discipline

agreement does not state that any infraction while an employee is on DML status must result in

discharge. Rather, it states only that "in all probability" the employee will be discharged for future

infractions, and it permits an employee to grieve a termination on the grounds that it "was without

'just cause,' [or] the discipline was too severe." The Positive Discipline agreement also requires the

Employer to take into account potential mitigating factors "such as Company service, employment

record, nature and seriousness of violation, etc.". A fair reading of these provisions is that an

employee on DML status is subject to termination for offenses which might not justify the termination

of other employees, but the Company must nevertheless evaluate the conduct of the employee and

determine whether it is sufficiently serious to impose the ultimate penalty of termination given the

employee's DML status.

As the Union argues, the Grievant's failure to turn off the engine and his failure to apply the

parking break are mitigated by the fact that the vehicle was parked on level ground, another employee

was in the vehicle, and the Grievant expected to be away from the truck only long enough to obtain

a vest from the tool room. In these circumstances, his errors were not the cause of the accident

because the accident would not have occurred unless the truck was in reverse. As noted above, the

evidence is inusfficient to establish that the Grievant place the truck in reverse. Because the



Grievant's ultimate culpability for the accident is not established by the record, these infractions are

not sufficiently serious to constitute just cause for the termination.

For all of the above reasons,. the conclusion is required that there was not just cause for the

termination of the Grievant.

Remedy

In some circumstances, discipline other than discharge might be appropriate for the Grievant's

proven infractions - leaving the engine running and failing to apply the parking brake. However,

under the Positive Discipline agreement, while a DML is active "no other formal steps of Positive

Discipline may be administered ... " (IX 3, Section IV.A) Because the Parties have agreed that

lesser forms of discipline, such as suspension, may not be imposed on employees on DML status, the

Board of Arbitration is precluded from fashioning a remedy including such discipline. Accordingly,

the appropriate remedy is that the Grievant be reinstated to his former position without loss of

seniority, and that he be made whole for all lost wages and benefits. The active period of the

February 11, 1992 DML shall be deemed to have been suspended from the date of his termination

to the date of reinstatement.

AWARD

The Company terminated the employment of ,H· without just cause.

As a remedy, the Company shall reinstate I Hs .. to his former position without loss of

seniority, and shall make him whole for all wages and benefits lost as a result of the termination of

his employment. The active period of the DML imposed on February 11, 1992 shall be deemed

suspended from October 30, 1992 to the date of reinstatement. That DML shall remain in effect until
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